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Abstract. Fires are an important factor in shaping Earth’s
ecosystems. Plant and animal life, in almost every land habi-
tat, are at least partially dependent on the effects of fire. How-
ever, their destructive force, which has often proven uncon-
trollable, is one of our greatest concerns, effectively result-
ing in several policies in the most important industrialised
regions of the globe.

This paper aims to comprehensively characterise the For-
est Fire Finder (FFF), a forest fire detection system based
mainly upon a spectroscopic technique called differential op-
tical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS). The system is de-
signed and configured with the goal of detecting higher-than-
the-horizon smoke columns by measuring and comparing
scattered sunlight spectra. The article covers hardware and
software, as well as their interactions and specific algorithms
for day mode operation. An analysis of data retrieved from
several installations deployed in the course of the last 5 years
is also presented.

Finally, this paper features a discussion on the most promi-
nent future improvements planned for the system, as well as
its ramifications and adaptations, such as a thermal imaging
system for short-range fire seeking or environmental quality
control.

1 Introduction

Fire is a process by which elements chemically combine with
oxygen, releasing energy (as heat and light) and smoke into
the surrounding environment. Fires are an important factor in
shaping Earth’s ecosystems. Plant and animal life, in many

land habitats, are at least partially dependent on the effects
of fire (Food and Agriculture Organisation , FAO).

The use of fire by hominids predates civilisation by thou-
sands of years and, in today’s society, there are almost no
areas of technology or scientific knowledge that do not in-
volve fire in one way or another. However, fire’s destructive
power is undeniable.

Forest fires are among the great concerns of the present
day in industrialised countries. Research regarding wildfires
has been targeted by many countries and unions worldwide in
an effort to minimise the negative impact these events imply.

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), climate change is expected to increase
global temperatures and change rainfall patterns, leading to
an increased risk of fire (IPCC, 2012). This means that the
number of registered fires throughout the world is expected
to increase, a phenomenon the world must be ready to ad-
dress.

In the European Union, the Horizon2020 research pro-
gramme states that there must be a union-wide investment
in research concerning forest protection and recovery from
fires. In the past, the FP7 programme had sponsored the de-
velopment of an automatic forest fire detection system called
FireSense, an investment of over EUR 2.5 million (European
Comission, 2012).

The United States Forest Service acknowledge the impor-
tance of understanding wildland fire dynamics, running a net-
work of research centres solely dedicated to the study of this
subject. Research endeavours take 6 % of the service’s an-
nual budget, which is currently directed primarily towards
fire suppression (United States Forest Department, 2015).
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Australia is another geographic region where wildfires
have had a great impact. As a response, its government has
created the Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Re-
search Centre. The institution builds upon more than 10
years of experience dealing with Australian bushfires and
aims to produce internationally recognised research regard-
ing the study and modelling of wildfires in Australia and New
Zealand (BNHCRC, 2016).

In spite of this global investigation effort regarding fires
and their behaviour, every year, material losses as a result
of fires ascend to billions of dollars and thousands of lives
are lost in the same way. This leads to a strong increase in
the size of the fire protection market, including passive and
active detection platforms, which is expected to grow at a
cumulative aggregate growth rate of 11.53 % from 2014 to
2020 (Research and Markets, 2016).

2 State of the art

In recent years, several methods have been developed in
an attempt to automatically and reliably detect forest fires.
These systems differ primarily in their strategic approach to
the issue at hand, creating three main categories:

– Satellite monitoring techniques: satellite data have been
used for fire monitoring purposes since the late 20th
century. The MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) and AVHRR (Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer) sensors, deployed respectively
in the Aqua/Terra and NOAA satellites, have had ex-
tensive use in this regard. However, their low temporal
resolution (2 and 4 times per 24 h, respectively) make
them poor candidates for fire detection uses. Geosta-
tionary satellites overcome this difficulty by continu-
ously scanning a single, very large geographic region.
They have, nevertheless, a low spatial resolution of
1 km, which means that small fires are difficult for them
to detect (Manyangadze, 2009).

– Wireless network sensing: the wireless sensor network
approach to fire detection is completely different from
the other two categories. Instead of having a single de-
vice patrolling the target region, these systems are de-
signed on the capabilities of a high number of extremely
small battery-operated sensor boards that can communi-
cate among themselves (Alkhatib, 2014; Liyang et al.,
2005).

The sensor boards are equipped with several sensors,
from temperature and humidity to luminance detectors.
In spite of their great fire detection capabilities, these
networks present various drawbacks, such as their very
limited individual range of detection and their 2-year
lifetime or the fact that their remains might imply an
environmental issue (Alkhatib, 2014).

– Large-area remote sensing: this family of systems is de-
signed with the goal of minimising the number of de-
ployed devices in a given target region. Their architec-
ture implies the use of an optical principle in order to de-
tect smoke or flames, whether optical cameras or spec-
trometers.

There are already several commercially available systems,
such as the Forest Fire Finder (FFF; the main subject of
this paper), FireWatch, ForestWatch, AlarmEYE or Eyefi
SPARC. Although these are commercial products, the avail-
able information is sparse and many times outdated, so a true
comparison not only is beyond the scope of the article but
also would require more research efforts. Nevertheless, it is
important to briefly describe the operating principles of the
more prominent systems.

– ForestWatch, developed in South Africa by EnviroVi-
sion Solutions, uses optical object recognition software,
coupled to a very specific camera system. It detects
smoke during the day and the flame glow during the
night, at a maximum distance of 24 km in every di-
rection, in a semi-automatic fashion. It is probably the
most commercially successful system, with more than
300 currently operating towers (Envirovision Solutions,
2015; Hough, 2007).

– FireWatch is a commercial system operated and sold by
IQ Wireless Gmbh, in Germany. The system uses opti-
cal sensors and object recognition algorithms to detect
smoke at a maximum distance of 15 km. It is important
to mention that the FireWatch system is not a fully auto-
matic fire detection platform, requiring a control room
to operate correctly (IQ-Wireless, 2016).

– The FFF was developed in Lisbon, in a partnership be-
tween the NOVA University of Lisbon and NGNS-IS,
Ltd., in 2006. This patented system uses a spectroscopic
technique to assess the atmosphere and detect smoke
columns (NGNS-IS, 2016). During the night, the sys-
tem changes its operation mode and relies solely on im-
age processing to detect a fire’s glow. Its maximum rate
detection range is of 15 km, and it acts with complete
autonomy, requiring minimal human intervention (see
Fig. 1).

The FFF’s most significant advantage over its rivals is its low
number of false alarms (typically one or two per week). This
comes from the fact that the system’s smoke-detection capa-
bilities do not rely on image processing. This in turn means
that reliable detections can be achieved by a smaller number
of deployed devices (only one, three for triangulation). How-
ever, more reliable alarms imply less human intervention,
which translates into less financial expenditure over time.

The FFF system is the only one to use an optical spec-
troscopy technique to detect fire through smoke presence in
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Figure 1. The Forest Fire Finder system (NGNS-IS, 2016).

real time. Since the analysis is carried out in an outdoor sce-
nario, the process is not as straightforward as in laboratory
experiments. This article addresses only the spectroscopic
techniques used in the system’s daytime operation mode.

3 The technique

The FFF system makes use of a spectroscopic technique
called differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS).
This is a well-established and widely used technique in the
field of atmospheric studies (Platt and Stutz, 2007).

There are two main categories of DOAS experiment as-
semblies, with different goals and capabilities:

– Active systems, of which a simple illustration is pre-
sented in Fig. 2, are characterised by relying on an
artificial light source for their measurements. A spec-
trometer at the end of the light path performs spectro-
scopic detection. Active DOAS techniques are very sim-
ilar to traditional in-lab absorption spectroscopy tech-
niques (Platt and Stutz, 2007);

– Passive DOAS techniques, illustrated in Fig. 3, use natu-
ral light sources, such as the Sun and the moon, in their
measurement process. An optical system is pointed in
certain elevation and azimuth angles and sends the cap-
tured light into a spectrometer, connected to a computer.
The system returns the total value of the light absorp-
tion in its path (Platt and Stutz, 2007; Merlaud, 2013).
Since the FFF system is basically a passive DOAS sys-

tem, we will centre our discussion on this category from
this point forward.

DOAS itself is based on Lambert–Beer’s law, which can
be written as (Platt and Stutz, 2007)

I (λ)= I0(λ) · exp(−σ(λ) · c ·L) , (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the emitted light; I (λ) is the
light intensity as measured by the system; I0(λ) is the in-
tensity of the light as emitted by the source; and σ(λ) is the
absorption cross section of absorber, which is wavelength de-
pendent; c is the concentration of the absorber we want to
measure.

This law allows the definition of optical thickness
(τ ) (Platt and Stutz, 2007):

τ(λ)= ln
(
I0(λ)

I (λ)

)
= σ(λ) · c ·L. (2)

In a laboratory setting, Eq. (1) or (2) can be used to di-
rectly calculate an absorber’s concentration, provided there
is knowledge of its cross section. In the open atmosphere,
however, absorption spectroscopy techniques are far more
complex. On one hand, I0(λ) is not accessible since we mea-
sure from inside the medium we want to measure. On the
other hand, there are several environmental and instrumen-
tal effects that influence measurement results. These effects
include the following (Platt and Stutz, 2007).

– Rayleigh scattering is due to small molecules present in
the atmosphere and is heavily influenced by wavelength
(hence the blue colour of the sky).
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Figure 2. Active DOAS schematic.

Figure 3. Passive DOAS schematic.

– Mie scattering is caused by particles and larger
molecules suspended in the atmosphere and is not very
dependent on the wavelength (hence the white colour of
clouds).

– Instrumental and turbulence effects are the instrument’s
transmissivity and atmospheric turbulence in the optical
path also limit light intensity.

In addition, we also have to take into account that, in the
atmosphere, there are a number of trace gases that interfere
with passing light.

Another aspect worth mentioning is that our device is
never pointed directly at the light source (the Sun) but al-
ways processes light that has been scattered at some un-
known point in the optical path. This means that the light
that reaches our detector is only the scattered fraction of the
sunlight, depending on the system’s position and geometry,
as well as wavelength.

The expansion of Lambert–Beer’s equation to include all
these effects results in Eq. (3).

I (λ)= I0(λ) ·A(λ, . . .) · S(λ)

· exp
[
−

∫ [(∑
i

σi(λ,s) · ci(s)
)
+ εM(λ,s)

+ εR(λ,s)
]
ds
]
, (3)

where A(λ, . . .) is the fraction of scattered light that reaches
the device, S(λ) represents instrumental and turbulence ef-
fects, σi(λ,s) is the absorption cross section of absorber
i, ci is the concentration of absorber i, εR(λ) represents
Rayleigh’s extinction coefficient and εM(λ) represents Mie’s
extinction coefficient.

The interest of this equation lies within the retrieval of ci ,
a given absorber’s concentration. Since the integral is taken
along the total atmospheric path of the measured photons,
and considering that their cross sections do not vary signifi-
cantly in atmospheric conditions, it is possible to define the
concept of slant column, which is of great importance (Mer-
laud, 2013).

SCi =
∫
ci(s)ds (4)

This quantity, as Eq. (4) shows, equals the integral of an in-
dividual absorber’s concentration along the atmospheric op-
tical path of relevance.

Now, without knowledge of I0(λ), these equations cannot
give us absolute concentration values. We can, however, use
another scattered light spectrum as reference in Eq. (2). In-
stead of absolute densities, this will yield relative changes in
the atmosphere. We thus arrive at Eq. (5).
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ln
(Iref

I
(λ)
)
= ln

(Aref

A
(λ, . . .)

)
+ ln

(Sref

S
(λ)
)

+

∑
i

(σi(λ) ·1SCi(λ))+1τM(λ)

+1τR(λ), (5)

where 1SCi is the relative slant column of absorber i; 1τM
is the relative Mie scattering term, integrated to its optical
thickness; and 1τR is the relative Rayleigh scattering term,
integrated to its optical thickness.

This is where the principle of DOAS is applied. Instru-
ment features, scattering and other atmospheric effects have
broad absorption spectral profiles, which vary slowly with
wavelength. Several trace absorbers have narrow and rapidly
varying spectral signatures in at least a small section of the
spectrum. By using Eq. (6), we can separate these contribu-
tions (Danckaert et al., 2015).

σ(λ)= σ ′(λ)+ σ0(λ) (6)

Here, the broad part of the optical thickness (σ0(λ)) can
be separated from the narrow part (σ ′(λ) – differential) by
approximating it by a low-order polynomial, resulting in
Eq. (7).

ln
(Iref

I
(λ)
)
=

n∑
i=1

σi
′(λ) ·1SCi +

m∑
j=0

aj · λ
j , (7)

where
∑n
i=1σi

′(λ) ·1SCi is the differential part (narrow-
band, rapidly varying with wavelength) and

∑m
j=0aj · λ

j is
a low-order polynomial, used to remove the broadband spec-
tral features resulting from atmospheric and instrumental
phenomena.

In practice, the mathematical solving of Eq. (7) is not
enough since it does not account for the Ring effect or the
non-linearities that result from stray light and wavelength
shift in measured and cross-section spectra.

The Ring effect is a consequence of rotational Raman
scattering: molecules in the atmosphere do not absorb pho-
tons in a purely elastic (Rayleigh scattering) fashion. A
small portion of the light–matter interaction is in fact in-
elastic (Brinkmann, 1968; Merlaud, 2013). This changes the
light source frequencies as seen from the detector. This phe-
nomenon was first noticed by Grainger and Ring in 1962. At
the time, they noticed that the well-known Fraunhofer lines
would slightly change when one observed them by using
moonlight instead of scattered daylight (Grainger and Ring,
1962).

From the occurrence of these phenomena, it results that the
mathematical procedure for DOAS measurements consists in
solving a linear and a non-linear problem. The linear problem
is solved by writing Eq. (7) in its matrix form:

τ = A ·X. (8)

A is an m × n matrix, with its columns being the differ-
ential cross sections σi ′(λ) and the wavelength powers tak-
ing the polynomial P(λ)=

∑m
j=0aj · λ

j into account. Since
the number of lines in A is much larger than the num-
ber of columns, the system is overdetermined and, in this
case, we must use methods to numerically approximate a
solution. It is common to use the least-squares approach,
in which the best solution is the one that minimises χ2

=

[τ −A ·X] · [τ −A ·X]T .
While the Ring effect is treated as a pseudo-absorber, a

synthetically produced (Chance and Spurr, 1997) cross sec-
tion that is fitted just like any other absorber, non-linearities
are addressed by applying Levenberg–Marquardt’s approach
to non-linear fitting problems to Eq. (9) (Merlaud, 2013; Bev-
ington and Robinson, 2003):

ln
( Iref(λ)

I (λ+ shift)+ offset

)
=

n∑
i=1

σi
′(λ) ·1SCi

+

m∑
j=0

aj · λ
j , (9)

where shift and offset, which represent spectral wavelength
shifts and stray light offsets, respectively, are responsible for
the non-linear character of the problem.

The FFF system and its algorithm are based on the Passive
DOAS technique by making scattered sunlight spectral mea-
surements. Our algorithm differs from the original method
mainly because of its very particular goal – fire detection
through smoke. This objective is very different from the pre-
cise quantification of a certain trace gas concentration levels
and means that both hardware and software must be adapted
to the task at hand, as described in Sect. 4.

4 The device

The Forest Fire Finder (see Fig. 4) is a remote sensing system
that has the goal of detecting forest fires. It is a sophisticated
piece of equipment with many features and customisation
possibilities. Its complexity and the fact that it is meant to
operate 24 h per day create a need for control electronics and
instrumentation. These devices are out of scope for this pa-
per and will be revisited for another article that will include a
detailed description of the FFF control software. This section
aims to give a brief and basic hardware/software presentation
for daytime spectroscopic operation and fire detection.

The FFF scans the horizon for the presence of a column
of smoke by performing sequential spectroscopic measure-
ments of its surrounding environment using only the Sun as
a light source, as illustrated by Fig. 5. Sunlight is captured
with a Maksutov–Cassegrain telescope and guided through
an optical fiber cable into a spectrometer, which will trans-
form it into an electric signal.

The system has to cover wide areas, which is why the tele-
scope is mounted on an ENEO VPT-501 pan and tilt unit
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Figure 4. The Forest Fire Finder system in one of its deployment
locations in the north of Portugal.

Figure 5. FFF illustration. The system continuously scans the hori-
zon, in search of a smoke column.

that ensures the device’s movement. The pan and tilt head
unit assembly also includes a full-HD camera, which is used
primarily for the optical alignment of the system and for hu-
man validation and supervision. During the night, this cam-
era is also used for fire detection purposes; however, that is
not within the scope of this paper and will be approached in
another publication.

The Maksutov–Cassegrain telescope design uses the
folded tube of the Cassegrain types and the spherical shape
of primary mirror, secondary mirror and corrector lens of
the Maksutov. In the FFF case, the chosen 90 mm aperture
and 13.8 f ratio telescope, with a field of view of 1.4◦,
represents the best compromise between size, magnification
and amount of captured light. In addition, it is also a cost-
effective solution for the task at hand.

The AvaSpec 2048 is a popular 2048-pixel CCD photo ar-
ray spectrometer. It can be customised with several slit sizes
and gratings in order to suit the application it is intended for.
In the case of the FFF system, a 50 µm slit is used in conjunc-
tion with a 300 lines mm−1 grating, which ensures a wave-
length range of 800 nm, from 300 to 1100 nm at a spectral
resolution of 2.4 nm.

The spectrometer is connected to a computer, which is
responsible for data processing and fire detection. It runs a
custom-made software, developed in MathWorks’ MATLAB
development suite and C#. This software is deployed as a Mi-
crosoft Windows Service, as part of the FFF software suite.

5 Automatic smoke detection

The Forest Fire Finder is an electronic device that performs a
spectroscopic analysis of the sky above the horizon, with the
aim of detecting the presence of a smoke column. Smoke de-
tection depends on the fire’s emissions, which influence the
composition of the atmosphere and on the system’s spectro-
scopic algorithms, which allow those changes to be detected.

5.1 Forest fire emissions and DOAS

Forest fire smoke is a complex mixture of gases and
aerosols that considerably changes the atmosphere (Urbanski
et al., 2008). Among its key components are carbon oxides
(CO and CO2), methane (CH4), non-methane hydrocarbons,
volatile organic components, nitrous oxides (NOx) and par-
ticulate matter (Van Der Werf et al., 2010; Ward and Hardy,
1991; Spichtinger et al., 2004). Trace gases in smoke have a
definite impact on the atmosphere’s optical properties since
some absorb light in the visible region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. In addition to this, and depending on the combus-
tion process, fire gives rise to the formation and emission
of solid particles (Ward and Hardy, 1991). Given their size,
these particles become aerosols, which influence light in all
wavelengths due to Mie’s scattering.

In contrast, fire emissions also alter the balance between
the perceived column densities of water (H2O), oxygen (O2),
ozone (O3) and the oxygen dimer (O4). All of these chem-
icals’ cross sections are significant in the visible part of the
spectrum.

Passive DOAS measurements are commonly used to re-
trieve the atmospheric column densities of several chemical
compounds. Smoke columns, however, present themselves as
sudden and localised changes in atmospheric concentrations.
If one were to use this technique and analyse their absolute
concentration values per se, it would be very difficult to infer
the presence of smoke.

This does not mean passive DOAS cannot be used in this
context. In fact, this method is very effective in detecting
smoke if we put a “smoky” spectrum as I and a “normal”
spectrum as I0 in Eq. (2), resulting in a signal as displayed
in Fig. (7). Thus, by continuously acquiring spectra in a set
of fixed azimuths and comparing the retrieved DOAS sig-
nals in pairs by azimuth, a narrow change such as the one
produced by a forest fire becomes discernible in time. The
FFF algorithm, presented in Sect. 5.2, does precisely this.
These alterations are often difficult for the human eye to
see, but there are some artificial intelligence algorithms that
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Figure 6. This plot shows how a smoke column can influence a
spectral measurement. Both these spectra were acquired on 29 De-
cember 2014, with a time difference of approximately 5 min and no
azimuth difference.

Figure 7. Example of a signal obtained by dividing two consecutive
spectra of the same azimuth and calculating the logarithm of this
division, the differential optical thickness. It is this signal that is
fitted through Eq. (9).

have been shown to be effective in separating the sky from a
smoke column event and which we will discuss in Sect. 5.2.2.

5.2 The FFF algorithm

The FFF algorithm uses the mathematical ingenuity behind
DOAS measurements to attempt the detection of forest fire
smoke columns. It is important to bear in mind that this de-
vice is meant for real-time automatic detection of a forest
fire. This creates strict time and memory constraints that the
algorithm must adapt to in order to accomplish its function.

The system relies on its continuous movement at constant
speed to provide spatially accurate detections. The spec-
trometer acquires 2 spectra s−1, which are all analysed by
the computer. Spectral integration time varies from 60 ms to
450 ms and is typically 210 ms. DOAS calculations are cur-
rently taking between 250 ms and 350 ms in the industrial
computers powered by Intel i5 we use on the system. This

means that the software is almost always lagging behind the
hardware. The system is designed to cope with this delay,
and does so with great robustness, but in larger scans this lag
becomes sufficiently significant as to compromise real-time
fire detection.

These limits are reflected in several steps in the DOAS
calculation process, such as the non-inclusion of stretch ef-
fects in the non-linear DOAS problem or the consideration
that there are no atmospheric temperature fluctuations over
the optical path. This approach would not be valid if we
wanted to make a precise quantification of a certain com-
pound’s atmospheric column, but it works given the fact that
we only want to distinguish between a smoky spectrum and
non-smoky spectrum.

The algorithm is divided into two separate phases. The first
phase, which is run in real time as soon as the spectrum ar-
rives, is the chemical phase, described in Sect. 5.2.1. Results
from this stage are stored in memory and accessed at the end
of each scan by the second phase, which performs the classi-
fication of the analysis as a detection or a non-detection. This
phase is described in Sect. 5.2.2.

5.2.1 The chemical phase

This algorithm section happens immediately after spectral
acquisition. It corresponds to a passive DOAS analysis (see
Sect. 3) of the spectrum in two different conceptual levels, as
illustrated in Fig. 10. The first level uses the same azimuth
spectrum of the previous scan as a reference spectrum in the
DOAS calculations. The second level uses the mean of the
ten spectra immediately to the left and to the right of the anal-
ysed spectrum for the same purpose. This processing level
was created in an empirical way, after observing that in the
presence of strong winds, smoke columns move horizontally.
Both levels are calculated using literature spectra, compiled
in Table 1. In practice, these two processing levels represents
three possible ways of applying Eq. (2): considering I0 as the
previous spectra acquired with the same azimuth; consider-
ing I0 as the average of the ten immediate spectra to the left
of current azimuth; and considering I0 as the average of the
ten immediate spectra to the right of current azimuth (this last
method implies delayed processing of the current spectrum).

In this stage, the algorithm proceeds to retrieve column
density values for NO2, H2O, O2, O3 and O4, using Eq. (9)
and the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. Figures 8 and 9
show actual retrieved column densities for one of the Peneda-
Gerês FFF systems, taken on 26 December 2014. The charts
were produced using the QDOAS software (Danckaert et al.,
2015). These plots are all relative to the first level of process-
ing, as described above. In parallel to the column density re-
trieval, short- and long-wavelength energy contribution and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are also computed for the anal-
ysed spectrum optical density (with relation to the previous
spectrum of the same azimuth). All the processed data are
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stored in a single matrix, which will be used by the second
stage of the FFF algorithm, described in Sect. 5.2.2.

As stated, in the first level of processing the FFF uses the
same azimuth spectrum of the previous scan as a reference.
This means that between the spectrum of interest and the ref-
erence there is only an approximately 5 min difference. This
in turn implies that, when plotted, the fitting signal is al-
most always negligible for non-smoky spectra (see the top of
Figs. 8 and 9). However, smoky spectra have higher column
density differences, which produce fitting plots with some-
what more-pronounced signals (see bottom of Figs. 8 and 9).

At this point, it is important to note two things. First and
foremost, this kind of measurements produce results that are
near the limit of the FFF’s detection capabilities, which can
still be numerically used to train a detection algorithm. Sec-
ond, it should be highlighted that smoke-detection patterns
were not manually defined. It would be extremely hard for a
human to consider all the subtle changes in the millions of
spectra acquired by the FFF systems and find a discerning
pattern with that information. Instead, and as will be shown
in Sect. 5.2.2, a machine learning algorithm was used to per-
form this task.

5.2.2 The classification phase

The classification stage runs at the end of each scan and goes
through the chemical data gathered and stored in the previ-
ous algorithmic stage. It is divided into two levels, which are
sequentially run. The first level acts as a filter for the second
level, which is comprised of a support vector machine (SVM)
classifier, an artificial intelligence supervised learning algo-
rithm.

The first level starts by assembling two signals from the
gathered data: one is comprised of the SNR value for each
spectrum in the scan and the other is assembled by calculat-
ing an average signal energy per pixel, by dividing the sum of
the square of each spectrum and by the number of its pixels
and sequentially storing this result in an array.

The algorithm then applies a peak detection routine to the
second artificial signal. For each detected peak, the system
evaluates the SNR of the corresponding spectrum and com-
pares it to a fixed threshold value, which is set in a config-
uration file. If this value is higher than said threshold, the
spectrum is marked to be further analysed.

The next step involves the calculation of column density
ratios between O2, O4, NO2, H2O and O3 for the marked
spectra. These ratios are then fed to the SVM, which returns
a binary classification result (1 or 0).

An SVM is an algorithmic approach to the problem of
classification in the context of supervised learning (Press
et al., 2007). Introduced in 1992, by Boser et al. (1992), this
method has since proved itself of great usefulness by provid-
ing relatively straightforward solutions to previously compli-
cated classification applications. SVMs are generally easier
to implement and understand, and this has also contributed

Table 1. Literature spectra used for the FFF’s passive DOAS cal-
culations. All cross sections are downloaded from the MPI-Mainz
UV/VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules of Atmospheric In-
terest (Keller-Rudek et al., 2013).

Compound Interval used Reference key Year
(nm)

Oxygen (O2) 600–800 Bogumil et al. (2003) 2003
Ozone (O3) 500–650 Bogumil et al. (2003) 2003
Oxygen dimmer (O4) 400–800 Hermans (2011) 2011
Water vapour (H2O) 400–500 Coheur et al. (2002) 2002
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 400–500 Vandaele (2002) 2002

for their fast spread. The general concept behind the SVM
methodology is to find and define the hyperplane that better
separates data into two classes (Press et al., 2007).

Like all supervised learning techniques, SVMs need to be
trained prior to being used. In the case of the FFF classifica-
tion algorithm, SVMs were trained in successive generations,
with each generation built upon the results of the previous.

The first FFF SVM generation was built using data from
60 different moments in 2014 (fire and non-fire), in 13 differ-
ent locations in the Peneda-Gerês National Park (PNPG). A
specially designed software tool was used to manually search
and store fire data from 30 different events and 30 non-fire
moments in said year and an SVM was trained with the
resulting information. Another custom-made software was
used to classify data of several months with the created SVM.
The second-generation SVM was created by repeating the
process, taking the results of the first-generation SVM into
account and testing against a new set of data.

One downside of using this kind of classifier is that, after
training and application, the classification becomes opaque.
It is not feasible to understand what caused a false detection.
This raises the problem of how to improve the detection ca-
pabilities of the FFF system. There are two fundamental ap-
proaches to this issue: focusing on the SVM or adding more
information to the decision process.

The current line of thought concerning this situation is
that, in normal circumstances, the classifier’s performance is
quite satisfactory. Still, some peculiar events cause the sys-
tem to issue wrong detections. These events are many times
of systematic nature, such as particular kind of cloud that
only appears in the early morning or emissions from local in-
dustrial facilities. These interferences can be detected them-
selves, without altering the smoke column detection algo-
rithm, which is where the majority of improvement efforts
will be made in the near future (see Sect. 7).

Finally the algorithm reaches the final point, at which it
has to say whether the data that were run correspond to a
smoke column in the horizon. The spectral information en-
tered to the SVM includes the results from the two chemical
processing levels debated in Sect. 5.2.1 and originates three
classification possibilities:
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Figure 8. Column densities for NO2, O3, O4 and H2O, retrieved between 400 and 500 nm. The plots below correspond to a smoke column
detection. In these plots, the horizontal axis corresponds to wavelength in nm and the vertical axis to the differential optical thickness.

Figure 9. Column density for O2, retrieved between 600 and 800 nm. The plot below corresponds to a smoke column detection. In these
plots, the horizontal axis corresponds to wavelength in nm and the vertical axis to the differential optical thickness.
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Figure 10. Illustration of FFF’s two processing levels in the chemi-
cal stage of the algorithm.

– smoke column detected between previous and current
scan;

– smoke column detected on the left of analysed spec-
trum;

– smoke column detected on the right of analysed spec-
trum.

If two of these classification results are positive, the system
issues an alarm.

6 Results and discussion

In 2013, 13 FFF devices were deployed in the PNPG, in the
north of Portugal. Their placement reflected topography, lo-
cal accessibility and fire protection needs.

In 2015, FFF data were gathered and compared to official
data from the Portuguese National Authority of Civil Protec-
tion (ANPC), the country’s institution responsible for forest
fire protection and management.

Table 2 shows said data and comparison. In it, a confirmed
detection occurs when a smoke column is sensed by an FFF
device and the detection is validated by a human operator.
This is different from a registered fire event (RFE), which is
a fire that was inserted into ANPC’s database.

Official statistics count 132 fire events in 2015 within
PNPG. During the same period, the FFF network issued 578
detections, of which 369 were false detections, and 209 con-
firmed events, of which 53 were coincident with RFEs.

Although the false detections may seem to be high in com-
parison to confirmed detection, it is important to bear in
mind that each system has an average working period of 12 h
per day. At two spectra per second, this means an average
of 86 400 analysed spectra per system per day. Since each
and every one of these analysis can trigger an alarm by it-
self, false detections reach only 0.0000833 % in all systems.
In addition, there have been some events that were wrongly

Table 2. FFF statistics for 2015 in the Peneda-Gerês National Park.

Registered fire events 132
Total fire detections 578
False events 369
Confirmed detections 209
Estimated network 56 940
Operation time (h)
Estimated analysis 409 968 000
False detection % 0.0000900
False alarms per system/day 0.07776607

marked as false detections due to misunderstandings on how
the system is to be handled by humans. These events cor-
respond mainly to small fires and prescribed burns, large
enough to be detected. Security issues, regarding the Por-
tuguese Civil Protection Authority, prevent the exact quan-
tification of human errors, but they amount to a significant
percentage of false alarms.

Although the presented numbers are enough to paint a gen-
eral picture of the FFF system’s behaviour, the available data
do not allow a thorough quantification of the system’s per-
formance, since there is no correct gold standard regarding
forest fires due to fire registry procedures not being clearly
established. This becomes exceedingly apparent when com-
paring the number of RFEs and the number of confirmed de-
tections: every confirmed detection was deemed relevant by
a human operator, yet there are only 132 RFEs for the 209
confirmed detections.

Another important result that becomes noticeable in Ta-
ble 2 is the fact that false positives and true detections vary in
similar ways. This can be explained by the fact that the FFF
is a spectroscopic system at its heart. Fire releases chemical
components into the atmosphere, which in turn are detected
by the system. If there are many fires in a small geographic
region, such as the PNPG, it is possible that an FFF is able to
sense it, without the presence of a visible smoke column in its
patrol path. We have also noticed a trend for false alarms on
specific cloudy days. We believe this is due to pollutant parti-
cles carried by the clouds. Light scattering by these particular
clouds sometimes breaches through the system’s energy and
SNR filters (see Sect. 5.2.1) and is incorrectly classified as a
smoke column.

7 Future developments

The FFF has been an ongoing development for NGNS-IS,
Ltd. Since 2006, the device has undergone two complete re-
design processes, motivated by hardware improvements. The
current version is without a doubt the most robust and re-
liable design ever, achieving uptimes of 99 %. There will
always be room for improvement regarding hardware, but
given the operating level of the current version these will not
be a priority in the near future.
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Figure 11. FFF algorithm simplified work-flow diagram.

The software architecture selected for the system allows
total freedom for future development needs, with minimal in-
tegration efforts. As stated in Sect. 4, this was a requirement
because most customers need some level of customisation.

As mentioned in Sect. 5, the FFF is subject to a number
of strict time constraints, mostly related to the real-time na-
ture of the system. As a consequence, one of our ever-present
goals is algorithm optimisation. Currently, the spectral algo-
rithms are being rewritten, with the inclusion of more fea-
tures in less processing time. It is also true that as computers
become more powerful, it is possible to add more details to
the algorithms.

Another line of research currently being pursued is the
study of false positives and their relation to the presence of
aerosols in the atmosphere. These developments are, how-
ever, entirely dependent on the optimisation, since it is cur-
rently not possible to add this functionality without sacrific-
ing real-time operation.

DOAS (see Sect. 3) is a widely used atmospheric analysis
technique, with much broader uses than just fire sensing. In
fact, the technique is used for urban air pollution monitoring
(OPSIS, 2016), almost-real-time volcanic plumes monitor-
ing for aviation control (Brenot et al., 2014) and quantifica-
tion of volcanic gases (Galle et al., 2010). The experience at-
tained while developing FFF allowed the creation of another

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/10/2299/2017/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 2299–2311, 2017
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project, called Project ATMOS, designed to monitor and con-
trol air pollution, crop maturity, water stress and agricultural
plagues. This project started in April 2016 and is expected to
conclude in September 2019.

8 Conclusions

Life on Earth is greatly influenced and shaped by fire events.
Humans in particular depend on fire to maintain their tech-
nology and way of life. However, forest fires are a global
menace that cause concern all over the world. Several indus-
trialised countries have allocated a great deal of resources to
researching wildfires and their behavioural dynamics.

It is this concern that generates a very large market for
remote sensing equipment for early forest fire detection, a
market which is expected to grow 11.53 % by 2020.

This article addresses one of such equipments. The FFF
was developed in Lisbon in 2006 by NGNS-IS, Ltd. and is
the only one that is based on optical spectroscopy, particu-
larly differential optical absorption spectroscopy.

In 2013, a 14-element network of FFF devices was in-
stalled in the Peneda-Gerês National Park. In 2015, this net-
work was able to detect a confirmed 209 fire events, a num-
ber significantly higher than the officially registered 132 fire
occurrences in the same region.

For the same period the system has issued 369 false detec-
tions, but it is worth considering that confirmed and false de-
tections have similar trends. This is due to the fact that fires
pollute the atmosphere with the chemicals that the system
aims to detect and is in agreement with the device’s operat-
ing physical principle, optical spectroscopy.

Evaluation of a fire detection system is a very difficult task.
There is no formal definition of how large a forest fire must
be to be considered an event and this means there is no per-
fect classification model (a gold standard) to compare the
system’s performance to.

The FFF is an automatic forest fire detection system which
has proven itself to be effective and detected a great num-
ber of forest fires (see Table 2 in Sect. 6). In addition, the
system’s current hardware and software configuration has re-
sulted in extremely high uptime levels, contributing for an
adequate fire detection coverage and, consequently, optimal
levels of fire protection.
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